
 

If you want to learn more about the biology of how plants work, this is your resource. "Flora in the anthropocene" is a site that will teach you everything from plant anatomy to genetic engineering. With no advanced degree or expensive lab equipment necessary, this website offers an innovative approach to learning about how plants work in today's world. It's time to get learning...

The 37 Best Websites To Learn Something New! Writing Prompt Imagine yourself in school again, sitting at your desk with a careworn frown on your forehead and forlorn eyes that threaten tears any moment now. Why? Because you're lost and confused and sad and you don't know what to do. You need help, but who will teach you? What will you learn? Where will you find the information that can
bring your life back together again? And so the teacher walks up to your desk, takes a look at what has been making you so upset and wipes away one of your tears. "It's alright sweetie," he tells you in a fatherly voice, full of sympathy for your troubles. "You can always choose to go somewhere else. Somewhere better. And I know just what you need!" And so, in a fine show of force, he points to the
back of your desk where is hidden a neatly labeled box, just waiting for you to reach into it and pull out its contents. "All you have to do is pick this book up," he tells you in his most enthusiastic tone of voice. "And slowly flip through its pages until you find the information that will put everything right again!" And so, with frustrated sighs and tears still streaming down your face, that is exactly what
you do. And it works! Because the information you find within this book is exactly what you need! In fact, it's always exactly what you need. It's always well organized and fully fleshed out and extremely detailed and easy to understand... in short, it's the perfect answer to any and all of your questions. This is a place where knowledge lives. This is a place where curiosity runs wild and free in the form
of well-researched essays that will teach you anything from how to cast a fishing line to the economics behind why we use money when we could just trade with each other instead. But best of all, this is a place that will let you learn everything you need to know... but the only thing you'll ever need to do is be curious enough to want to know more about it. 

If you want to make the most of your day, read some books. The 20 Best Websites To Read Books! (For Any Interest!) This One Is One Of The Best! Writing Prompt You're on Facebook again, scrolling through your newsfeed. It's one of those days where nothing feels worth doing and everyone seems like they're on vacation or it's the end of the world or some kind of related event that doesn't seem
like it's worth doing anything about.
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